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1. Introduction 
Let T be a subset of a Boolean algebra (Ba), or let T be a collection of sets. We 
call T non-Archimedean (nA) if 
Noetherian if it has no infinite ascending chains, and a ramijication system if it is 
both nA and Noetherian. A Ba is called a tree algebra, [2], if it is generated by a 
ramification system. Note that the interval algebra of each ordinal is a tree algebra. 
It is known that each countable Ba is a tree algebra, that the interval algebra on 
wz has a nontree subalgebra, [2,5.1], and that 
each tree algebra is a subalgebra of an interval algebra, (9 
[2,4.1], but not vice versa, [2,4.4]. This suggests the question of whether there is 
an interval algebra which is a subalgebra of a tree algebra but which is not a tree 
algebra, [2, Q5], of whether there is a tree algebra of cardinality LL)~ which has a 
nontree subalgebra, [2, QCC], and of whether every subalgebra of the interval algebra 
of wI is a tree algebra, [2, Q63. In this paper we answer these questions affirmatively. 
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Theorem 1.1. ( 1) The interval algebra qf‘ BI I l 2 has a nontree subalgebra which is an 
interval algebra and also has a nontree subalgebra which ig not an interval algebra. 
(2) Every subalgebra of the interval algebra on wI is a tree algebra. 
This implies the statement of the abstract since, as one can easily shcw, the 
interval algebras on wi and LY are isomorphic if (and only if) wI 6 cy < ol n 2. The 
proofs of both parts are topological. The proof of (2) uses a characterization of the 
continuous Hausdorff images of wl + 1 = [O, 0~1, proved in [8], which was originally 
discovered for the proof of (2), but which has purely topological consequences of 
independent interest. 
The subalgebras we construct for (1) turn out to have nA generating sets. This 
leads to the foilowing 
Question 1.2. Depes every subalgebra of an interval algebra have an nA generating 
set?’ 
The only information about Question 1.2 I have is that trivially interval algebras 
have nA generating sets, and that the converse of Question 1.2 is true, which 
generalizes (*) above. 
Theorem I .3. Every Ba with an nA generating set is a subalgebra of an interval algebra.’ 
Therefore Question 1 2 is equivalent to the question of whether the property of 
having an nA generating set is Inherited by subalgebras. This seems unlikely. 
2, Preliminaries 
An ordinal cy is the set of smaller ordinals, and carries the order topology. W’e 
remind the reader about the following facts about ml : A subset of ol is called cub 
(closed unbounded) if it is closed and cofinai, and is called stationary if it intersect 
each cub. The intersection of any two cubs is a cub. This implies that the intersection 
of any cub and any stationary set is stationary, and also that at least one of A and 
B is stationary if Au B is stationary, in particular if ALJ B includes a cub. The 
Pressing Down Lemma says that if S is stationary in ol and f: S + wl is pressing 
down, i.e., (Vs E S)[_j-( 5) < 51, then there is /.L E cril with f’(p) stationary. 
All topological spaces considered are Hausdorff. For a space X we use Co(X) 
to denote the Ba of clopen (=closed and open) subsets of X; then X is called 
zero-dimensional if Co(X) is a base for X. We assume the basic facts about Stone 
duality known, but nevertheless point out some facts for clarity, and because we 
don’t know a reference for Fact 2.2. 
’ See no;e 1 by the referee at the end of the 
’ See note 2 by the 
paper. 
referee at the end of the paper. 
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Frrce 2.1, Let X and Y be compact and zero-dimensional. The19 Y ic a continuous image 
yf‘X ifs Co( Y) is (isomorphic to) a subalgebra of Co( X ). 
7;act 2.2. Let X be compact and zero-dimcnsionol. Then T G Cc( X ) generates Co( X ) 
if T is T,,-point-separat’ng, i.e., 
T)[(xE U and _IG U) or (se U and JOE U)]. 
Proof. Let 3 be the topology of X. let S = Tu{X- U: UE T) alid let Y’be the 
topology on X which ha Z+ *; as subbase. ‘Ihen T is T,,-point-separating iff 3’ is 
EIausdorff (this is obvious) iff 3’= 9 (since Y’S Y and 3 is compact Hausdorff) 
iff T generates Co( X ). !IJ 
For a partial order P we use the common notation for open and for closed 
intervals, this includes u;iing (+, a] for (x E P: x s a}. lf L IS a linear order then 
the interval algebra of I ;r the subalgebra of Y(L), the power set of L, generated 
by (( +, a]: a E L}. The following is in [ 51. 
Fact 2.3. A Ba B is isomorphic to the interval algebra qf a linear order L ifl it is 
generated by a subset which is isomorphic ( under the partial order inheritQd from B) 
to L. 
We also need the following 
Fact 2.4. Let X be compact and zero-dimensional. Co(X) is isomorphic to an interval 
algebra [f X is orderable (i.e., fts topology is induced by a linear order). 
Proof. If s induces the topology of X then ((+, x]: x E X has an immediate 
successor} is a generating set for Co(X), linearly ordered by G . Conversely, if 
L E Co(X) is linearly ordered by C, and generates Co(X) then U{ A x (X - A): 
A E L} is a linear order on X which induces the topology of X (use Fact 2.2). Cl 
Inspection of the proofs shows that the interval algebra of cy is isomorphic to 
Co(cu + 1) for each limit ordinal Q, in particular for LY = ti, and for (x = w1 - 2. 
3. Proof of Theorem LT(1): ContinuoE:c images of o..~ l 2 + 1 
Clearly ol . 2 + 1 = w, + 1 + wl + 1 is homeomorphic to the topological sum of two 
copies of wI + 1, or, alternatively, to the topologi kr product (w, + 1) x 2. Let X be 
the quotient (w, f 1) x 2/((q) x 2) obtained fi*om X by collapsing the two-point set 
(0,) x 2 to a single point, and let 00 denote the point {w,) x 2 of X. It is easily seen 
that X is zero-dimensional and T, and that X is the one-point compactification of 
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the topological product o1 x 2. In particular, the 
canonically homeomorphic to o, + 1, for i E 2. 
We first show that Co(X) is not a tree algebra, 
Let T be a T,-point-separating subcollection of 
is not Noetherian. To this end consider 
J~={UET:~~EU}, 
I;={&a,: (VUER)[(&i)E U]}, iE2 
and 
subspace W, x {i} u (00) of X is 
using Fact 2.2. 
Co(X) which is nA. We show T 
s;={&w,: (Xk T-R)[(& i)~ U]}, id. 
Claim. SO or S, is stationary. 
Proof. For i E 2 the following holds: Ii c S,, since T is T,,-point-separating, and Ii 
is closed in CO,, since fl consists of sets closed in X. Hence the Claim is obvious if 
at least one of lo and I, is uncountable. So assume both lo and I, are countable 
and let p =sup(I,,u I,)+ 1. 
Since T is nA, &? is linearly ordered by inclusion, hence it is closed under finite 
intersection. Therefore 
(vgErCL,W,))(3UER)rUn((5}X2)=81. 
We now claim that C is a cub, where 
(1) 
C={&Eo 1: (VUEfi)[(S,O>E I-J = (5, Ik w 
Since J2 consists of closed sets it is easy to see that C is closed in w,. Now consider 
any cuEw,. Using (1) we can find a strictly increasing sequence (&,),l in o, with 
50 a a, p, and a sequence (U,,),, of elements of 0 such that 
(Vn~4M&)x2)n U,, =(band@,,+,)x2t U,,]. (2) 
(Note that each member of 0, being a neighborhood of 00, includes a tail of o, x {i} 
for i E 2.) Then (Vn E o)[ U,, - U,l+, f (b and U,, n U,#+, # 131, hence 
(VfiE4RJ,,.,c &I (3) 
since T is nA. Let q = sup,, &. Consider any U E f2. By symmetry, we prove (7, 0) E 
u @ (7;l; 1)E u if we prove (7;)JO;)F r_r * (n lk r_J. m- \ I7 -I 
So assume (7j, 0) E U. Since t,, + v we must have a k E o such that (&, 0) E U; but 
then U - U,, f0 so Uk c U. By (2) and (3) we have (&, I)E U for n > k, hence 
(7, I) E Ll because U is closed. 
This shows C is unbounded. Hence C is a cub, as claimed. 
Since T is q,-point-separating there is for each 5 E C a U E T with (6, 0) E U but 
(5, I>g U or vice versa. This proves &,u S, 2 C, hence at least one of S,, and S, is 
stationary. 0 
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Take i E 2 with Si stationary. Let .I be the set of limit ordinals in wl. Then ./4 is 
a cub, hence 4 n S, is stationary. For A E ,4 n Sj pick U(A ) E T- L! containing (A, i). 
Define m, M : .4 n Sj + ml by 
m(A)=min{~~w,:(~,i)~ U(A)} 
and 
M(A)=max{~Ew,:(~,i)E U(A)}. 
Then m is pressing down, i.e., (VA E -4 n Si)[m(A) < A]. It follows from the Pressing 
Down Lemma that there is 7 E wI such that m’(q) is cofinal in wt. Find a sequence 
(PI,),1 in m’(q) with (vn E w) [PI,+, > M(&,)]. Then for all n E w we have U(p,,+,) - 
UP,,) =, {(P,r+, , W(b and W,,+,)n WLkh, WV), hence WP,,+A= LW,,) 
since T is nA. This shows that T is not Noetherian. 
This completes the proof that Co(X) is not a tree algebra. 
We now point out that X is orderable since it is homeomorphic to wl + 1+ wp, 
where wf denotes wl with its order reversed. 
We next describe a simple modification Y of X which also is a continuous 
zero-dimensional image of wI l 2 + 1, which is not orderable and for which Co( Y) 
is not a tree algebra: let Y be the quotient space obtained from (w, + 1) x 2 by 
collapsing ({w,} x 2) u {(w, 0)) to a single point. Since the subspace [o, o,] x (0) of 
(0, + 1) x 2 is homeomorphic to the subspace (w, + 1) x (0) it should be clear that 
Y is homeomorphic to a space of the form X v I where I is a countable set of 
isolated points and where each neighborhood of 00 in X u I contains all but finitely 
many points of I. Then Co( X’uI) is not a tree algebra since .ruI has x’ as closed sub- 
space. Also, .&l is not order-able since there are two disjoint copies of (0, and one copy 
of 01 converging to 00. 
We finally point out that X does have an n/I T,,-point-separating family of clopen 
sets, namely {[0, [] X {i}: St wl, i E 2). The space Y has a similar nA T,,-point- 
separating family of clopen sets. 
4. Proof of Theorem H(2): Continuous images of wl + 1 
The key to our proof is the following result from [6]. 
Lemma 4.1. [f X is a continuous Hausdot$?mage qf o, + 1, then one of the fnllowing 
happens: 
(1) 
(2) 
there is a pairwise disjoint collection % of countable open sets in X such that 
(x+%(=1; 
there are a linear order s 01’3 X and a strictly increasing *function e : ml + 1+ X 
such that 
(a) IJct h [e(O), e([i) = [,7(O), e(A)) -for ‘imit A E ol + 1; 
(b) the intervals [e(O), e(c)] and [e(t), +) are closed, for 5~ ml + 1; 
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(c) theinteruals(e([),e(~+l)),for&WI,and (e(w,),+)arecountable(they 
may? be empty); 
(d) e(0) is the least element of X. 
One may assume s induces the topology of X in (2), but we do not need that. 
Also, if one adds “and 1x1 s w,” to ( 1) then the lemma actually characterizes all 
continuous Hausdorff images of wI. 
One more result needed for the proof of Theorem 1.1(2) is the following, well 
known among topologists. We include the proof for completeness sake since it is 
so short. 
Lemma 4.2. Every second countable zero-dimensional space X has a base 93 with 
93 c Co(X) which is a ramijcation system. 93 can be taken to consist of compact open 
sets if X is locally compact. 
Proof. If X has a countable base and is zero-dimensional, then it has a countable 
base consisting of clopen sets, cf. [3, 1.1.151. Now index such a base as (A, : k E w). 
Then 
n &: &=A,,orB,= X-A,fork<n 
is a base for X consisting of clopen sets which is a ramification system. If X is in 
addition locally compact then the collection of compact members of 99 is a base 
for X, and of course it is a ramification system. Cl 
Corollary 4.3. Every countable locally compact space has a base consisting of compact 
open sets which is a ramijcation system. 
Proof. Countable locally compact spaces are zero-dimensional, cf. [3,6.2.8], and 
second countable, cf. [3,3.3.6-j. q 
Proof of Theorem M(2). Let X be a zero-dimensional continuouq image of WI+ 1. 
(Actually, it suffices to require X to be Hausdorff, since then X will be zero- 
dimensional because ol + 1, hence X, is scattered.) We have to find TS CO(X) 
which is a ramification system and which generates Co(X) or, equivalently, by Fact 
2.2, which is T,,-point-separating. 
We first point out the following simple 
Fact. If 9 is a pairwise disjoint family consisting of countable open subsets of X, then 
there is a ramification system :3 E Co(X) which is a base for US and satisfies 
(VBE.~)(3GES)[BEG]. 
Indeed, for GE 3, since G is locally compact, being open in the compact space 
X, we can by Corollary 4.3 choose a base B,, for G which is a ramification system 
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and which consists of compact open sets of G, hence of X. Put 9 = UGc16 &. Then 
3 is a ramification system since 99 is pairwise disjoint, and trivially every B E 9? is 
contained in some G E +?. 
Case 1: (1) of Lemma 4.1 holds. Apply the Fact with 58 = % to find a base T for 
U% with T E Co(X) which is a ramification system. Note that UT = IJ% since T 
is a base. Since UT is TO and since IX - UT1 = IX - UQI = 1, T is To-point- 
separating for X since it is a base for UT. 
Case 2: (2) of Lemma 4.1 holds. For SE ol the sets [e(O), e(t)] and [e(e+ l), +) 
are disjoint, since e is strictly increasing, and closed by (2b). Since X is compact 
and zero-dimensional it follows that for 5 E wl we can choose a clopen set SC in X 
with 
MO), eMI n St = 0 and [e(t+l),+)cS, for&o,. (*) 
Clearly 9 = {St : @E 0,) T,-point-separates e+(w, -I- 1). (This phrase should be self- 
expianatory.) Also, for 4 < 7 E o1 we have [e(O), e(v)] n S, = 0, hence 
hence 9’ is a ramification system. Now define 
We need to know three facts about .& 
(1) (VAE&)(VSEY)[AsSorAnS=(d], 
(2) &?=X-e-(w,+l) and 
(3) SQ is a pairwise disjoint family consisting of countable open sets. 
Of course (1) follows from (*). Next, note that trivially U&C X - e-(w, + 1). Now 
consider any x E X - e-(o, + 1). Then xe [e(O), e(O)], hence we can define u = 
sup{& w1+1: x E [e(O), e(t)j). Since x # e(c) it follows from (2a) that x E% 
MO), ddl. Th en x~(e(a),e(o+l)) if u<w~, and x~(e(a),+) if (T=w~. This 
proves (2). Finally, .& trivially is pairwise disjoint. The members of & are countable 
because of (2~) and open because of (2b) and the fact that 9 consists of clopen 
sets. This proves (3). 
Let 93 be as in the Fact for %= d. We show T = 9 u 9 is as required. Clearly 
T c_ Co(X). To prove T is a ramification system note that T is Noetherian since 3 
and 9’ are Noetherian, and that T is nA since 93 and .Y are nA and because 
(WkB)(VS~9)[BnS=0 or BES’ a- 
because of (1) and the fact that (0 E %)@A E &)[ B c A]. Moreover, T is T,-point- 
separating since 9’ T,-point-separates e4(o, + 1) and since %I is a base for Ud, 
hence for X -e& + 1). q 
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5. Proof of Theorem 1.3: Ba’s with an nA generating set 
Let T be an nA generating set for a Ba B. Without loss of generality, Oa T. Let 
B denote the completion of B. For C 5 
generated by C. Define 
P = {C c B: C is a c-chain, and 
(Vf E T-Sg C)(VCE 
f? let Sg C denote the subalgebra of f? 
C)[fGcorfnc=O]}. 
It is routine to show U% E P for each G -chain %’ of P. Hence (P, c) has a maximal 
element, M say, by the Kuratowski-Zorn Lemma. By Fact 2.2, Sg M is isomorphic 
to an interval algebra. Hence we prove our theorem if we prove B G Sg M or, 
equivalently, T 5: Sg M. We need 
(VAcl M)[x AE M and RAE M]. (*) 
To see this consider any A c M and let N = M u {C A}. Since M is maximal we 
prove 1 A E M if we prove N E P. Clearly N is a s-chain. Now consider any 
ET-SgN. Then t$SgM hence (VmEM)[tsm or tnm=O]. If tGCA then 
(Va E A)[ taa], hence (‘da E A)[ t n a = C; since A E M, hence f nC A = 0. Hence 
NE P, as claimed. The proof that fl A E M is similar. 
Now suppose by way of contradiction that T@g M, and consider any t E 
T-SgM.Then M=M-uM’ where 
Mp={m~M: mnt=O} 
and 
M’={rn~ M: tGm). 
Form-EM andm’EM+wehavetcm’-rn-,hencem’gm-,hencem sm+. 
So C Mm GIJM’. Define 
U={UE T: tsucrl M’} 
and 
N=Mv(xM-vu:u~U). 
We will prove N = M by proving NE P, and this will be a contradiction since 
1 M-E MEN, hence t=(C M-ut)-1 M dig N. 
Clearly N is a E -chain. Consider any s E T - Sg N. Then s g Sg M, hence (Vm E 
M )[s cr m or s n m = 01. It remains to show (Vn E N - M)[s c n or s n n = 01. 
Since c M , r[ M’ E M we have either s c 1 M , and then (Vn E N - M)[s c n], 
orsnr] M’=O,andthen(VnE N-M)[snn=O],orsnC M-=OandsEn M’. 
Assume the third possibility. For each u E U we have u = (>3 M-- u u) -C M E 
Sg IV, hence s f u. Consequently t sz s since SE n M’. Now consider any u E U. 
Since t E u but t sz s we have u g s. Since T is nA it follows that either s c u, and 
then YE C ,V- u II. 01*sn II- 0, and then sn (c W-WI) =O since ST\ C .II- =O. This 
prows ( VHE Iv- .\I) [.SE II or sn II=O], as claimed. 
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Notes by the referee 
(, 1) This question seems to be still open; it is also contained in [4]. There are two 
partial results- the answer is yes in each of the following cases. 
(a) The subalgebra is superatomic [ 1, M,l;n Theorem]. 
(b) The subalgebra is generated by intervals [4,3.2(b)]. 
(2) This has been proven independently by M. Bekkali; a less complicated proof 
involving, however, a bit of model theory is in [4,3.1]. 
